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This small handbook is designed to make your travel preparations and stay with us  
in Schloss Bröllin as comfortable as possible. 

Bröllin is a small village mostly made up of the Schloss Bröllin estate. It is situated about 6 km from 
Pasewalk, the capital town of the regional district. Bröllin has no shops, but you will find supermarkets 
and smaller shops in Pasewalk; the biggest ones are open Monday-Saturday 8am-10pm.  
In Bröllin, you will be surrounded by fields and quiet in a landscape with traces from end moraines of the 
last ice age. On clear nights you can gaze at an impressive starlit sky. Nearby are small lakes that can be 
reached on foot, the closest one is only a 15 minute walk from the estate. 

We recommend that you bring the following with you:

Personal

In Summer: mosquito repellent, sun lotion, swimsuit, towel. Waterproof shoes for rainy days.  

In Winter: warm clothes (several layers), gloves, hats and woollen socks.

ALWAYS BRING: 

A flashlight 

Books and reading material  

Toiletries: soap, shampoo, hair dryer... 

Snacks and extra food (e.g. rice crackers are not part of the full board)  

If you suffer from allergies, you should be prepared to bring your own bedding.  

Late risers should bring a sleeping mask (not all bedrooms can be fully darkened). 

Any and all your knowledge of foreign languages  

For the work

In some of the rooms a LAN connection is available.

If your computer or other device does not have an Ethernet port, please bring your own adapter. 

Apple users who wish to use a projector are also requested to bring their own adapter.  

If you come from a country with a different electric system, you will also need an adapter for your 
electronic devices. 

The Café is open periodically and on request.  

The office is open Monday-Friday 8am-4pm. Printer and photocopier are available. 

The mobile network varies from “good” to “adequate”, depending on wind and weather. 

The schloss bröllin association cannot be held liable for any loss of valuables. Passports, tickets for travel 
and other important documents can be stored in our safe. Other personal items, such as jewellery and 
electronic equipment, can unfortunately not be given to us for safekeeping. 

Verkehrstage Mo-Fr Mo-Fr Mo-Fr
 S S F A
Pasewalk, Bahnhof (EA) 06:20  15:33  15:33
Broellin 06:33 15:48 15:48

Verkehrstage Mo-Fr Mo-Fr Mo-Fr Mo-Fr Mo-Fr Mo-Fr
 F A K A S S F A S K
Broellin 06:51  09:21 12:11 13:13 13:16 14:11
Pasewalk, Bahnhof (EA) 07:04  09:34    13:29 14:24
Pasewalk, ZOB   12:22    

    13:20   

S - only during schooldays, F - only during hollydays (17.Mai-21.Mai, 22.Juni-03.August, K - minibus, A - no service 24. and 31.12.) 

The bus line nr. 724 runs regularly between Pasewalk and Bröllin. For more info, see www.vvg-bus.de/fahrplan.html

Welcome to Schloss Bröllin
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Airports Berlin and Szczecin

Berlin has two airports: Airport Berlin-Schoenefeld and Airport Berlin-Tegel, approx.150 km from Bröllin.  
The airport Szczecin-Goleniow International Airport (SZZ) is just under 100 km from Bröllin. 

From Airport Berlin Schoenefeld to Pasewalk:
At airport Berlin Schoenefeld, take the regional express RE 7 direction Dessau, or the regional train RB 
14 direction Nauen. Change trains at Berlin Hauptbahnhof and take the regional express RE 3 direction 
Stralsund. (You will need the Berlin-Brandenburg-Ticket 30€ - up to 5 passengers/ valid as day ticket).  
If you travel on your own: purchase a combination of tickets (not valid for IC train !!):  
1) Berlin to Nechlin ticket VBB (public transport system, tariff zone Berlin-ABC)   
2) Nechlin to Pasewalk ticket DB (German railroad company Deutsche Bahn)  
Get out the train at Bahnhof Pasewalk do not change in Nechlin!
Total travel time is 2,5 hours (30 mins from Schoenefeld to Berlin, 100 minutes from Berlin HBF to 
Pasewalk - do not change at Nechlin station). 

From Tegel Airport to Pasewalk: 
At the airport, take the TXL Bus direction S+U Alexanderplatz. Get off at Berlin Hauptbahnhof, then take 
the Regional Express RE 3 direction Stralsund and get off at Bahnhof Pasewalk.  
Total travel time is approx. 2 hours (20 minutes from Tegel Airport to Berlin HBF, 100 minutes from Berlin 
HBF to Pasewalk). 

From Szczecin Goleniow International Airport to Pasewalk :
The airport in Szczecin is situated about 30 km outside Stettin, close to the town Golienow.  
Shuttlebuses operated by the airline companies run between the airport and Stettin 20 -40 minutes after 
landing.  
Alternatively, a minibus runs from the bus depot, tickets are 10 PLN  
For info and tickets: Tel. +48 91 39 26 925 Mobile. +48 502 026 999 or www.fedenczak.com.pl 
From Szczecin Główny (Stettin main station), take the regional train RE direction Lübeck. 

From the direction of Berlin: take the RE or IC direction Stralsund, get off the train at Bahnhof 
Pasewalk. (Berlin-Brandenburg-Ticket available- 30 € up to 5 passengers) .  
take the RE or IC direction Stralsund, get off the train at Bahnhof Pasewalk  (You will need the Berlin-
Brandenburg-Ticket 30€ - up to 5 passengers/ valid as day ticket).   
If you travel on your own: purchase a combination of tickets (not valid for IC train - only RE):  
1) Berlin to Nechlin ticket VBB (public transport system, tariff zone Berlin-ABC)   
2) Nechlin to Pasewalk ticket DB (German railroad company Deutsche Bahn)  
Get out the train at Bahnhof Pasewalk do not change in Nechlin! Total amount around 13€ one way.
Duration approx. 100 min

From the direction of Stettin: Szczecin Główny  (Stettin main station) take the RE direction Lübeck, get 
off the train at Bahnhof Pasewalk (you will need the Pomerania-Ticket: 14 € per person). Approx. 40 min. 

From the direction of Greifswald: take the IC in the direction of Düsseldorf or the RE direction 
Elsterwerda, get off the train at Bahnhof Pasewalk (you will need the Mecklenburg-Vorpommern-Ticket). 
Approx. 60 min. 

From Pasewalk to Broellin: Taxi: can be ordered at Taxi-Voigt 039754-20227 or 0171-3167396 local 
tariff approx. 18 € per ride (up to 4 persons), or approx. 23 € for a coach with capacity of 8 passengers. 3 
coaches and two normal cars are available from the company.  Altogether 32 persons can be transported, 
travel duration 12 minutes. 
Dependent on our availability, we can also offer a private Shuttle service. The price is 7 € for 1 person, 10 
€ for 2 people and 12 € for 3 people. This must be arranged by telephone at least one day prior to your 
arrival.

Bicycle: Schloss Bröllin is nearby the Berlin-Usedom bicycle path.From the train station in Pasewalk you 
need approx 30 min.Travel with your bike in the train costs 5 € (day ticket)

Getting here – by train
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Getting here – by car

From Berlin
From A20, take the exit at Pasewalk Süd and/or B109 to Pasewalk. 500m after reaching the Pasewalk 
signpost, turn right onto the B104 in the direction of Stettin. At the third traffic light crossing turn right 
following the signpost for Schloss Bröllin, onto Schützenstrasse in the direction of Fahrenwalde.  
After approx. 6 km of driving through a forest you will find a “Bröllin“ signpost. Continue driving straight 
ahead (do not follow the main road to the right), and after approx. 500 m you will find Schloss Bröllin on 
your left hand side.

From Greifswald
Take the A20, take the exit at Pasewalk Süd and/or B109 to Pasewalk. 500m after reaching the Pasewalk 
signpost, turn right onto the B104 in the direction of Stettin. At the third traffic light crossing turn right 
following the signpost for Schloss Bröllin, onto Schützenstrasse in the direction of Fahrenwalde.  
After approx. 6 km of driving through a forest you will find a “Bröllin“ signpost. Continue driving straight 
ahead (do not follow the main road to the right), and after approx. 500 m you will find Schloss Bröllin on 
your left hand side.

From Stettin
From the border crossing Lubieszyn/Linken, follow the B104 through Löcknitz to Pasewalk. At the third 
traffic light crossing after reaching Pasewalk, turn left in the direction of Fahrenwalde.  
After approx. 6 km of driving through a forest you will find a “Bröllin“ signpost, continue driving straight 
ahead (do not follow the main road to the right), after approx. 500m and you will find Schloss Bröllin on 
your left hand side.
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